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'Abstract:- Films  (pvp-sic) were prepared on glass slides ,by 

adding carborundum nanoparticles  (Sic) different ratios (2, 4 

and 6) wt.% to the (PVP) polymer. Optical properties studied 

for(PVP-Sic) films, the results of experiments showed that the 

optical parameters (absorbance, absorption coefficient, 

reflectivity, refractive index, extinction coefficient and real - 

imaginary dielectric constant) , it generally increases with 

increasing weight ratio (Nano -Sic), sublimates in the ( UV -  

region") and decreases in the (Vis. and Infr. Region"). The 

energy band gap decreases from (3.7 ev-2.8 ev) with increase 

weight additive of nanoparticles, which improves electron 

transmission, consequently improvement optical properties  of 

the films, therefore it can be used in optical applications (LED 

lights, optical devices and display screens). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 In recent years, attention has shifted towards nanomaterials 

for obtaining new compact properties and features, they 

enter into optical and structural applications that are 

practically done. Electronic applications of Carborundum 

such as (LEDs) detectors and electronic devices with 

semiconductor content that operate on high voltages or 

degrees high temperatures, or both. PVP polymer is one of 

the important polymers due to its high stability, ease of 

handling, good physical and optical properties, rich in 

charge transport method, and it is one of the amorphous 

polymers has a high glass transition degree (Tg = 1700C) 

due to the presence of the solid group polyvinylpyrrol-

idone. When melted, it has properties that easily form in 

membranes, so this makes it a material that can be added to 

other materials which obtain optical and technological 

properties. It is also used in medicine for its low toxicity, as 

well as many other applications in electrochemical devices 

(screens)[1]. Polymer science is approaching a lot and 

combines with nanotechnology, and the dimensions of 

nanoparticles have not been mentioned in recent times, 

Carborundum or silicon carbide nanoparticles (SiC) is a 

semiconductor consi-sting of silicon and carbon. It is used 

in many applications, including those that need bearing 

capacity, such as in the automotive industry and electronic 

applications such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as well as 

in electronic devices that requires high heat or High 

voltages[2,3]. The composite materials based on 

nanoparticles and polymeric materials have evolved to an 

extent that they began to enter into several fields of their 

optical, electrical and chemical structural properties, which 

can be used to improve expand work of solar cells, sensors, 

electronic circuits and others. It consists of soluble polymers 

and the additive, whether they are metallic or 

Semiconductors, their ease of formation, their optical and 

electrical properties, as well as they can be deposited on 

different substrates, And the number of scientific articles 

concerned with this topic became many and wide due to the 

decrease in cost and the researcher's obtaining of desirable 

properties, thus expanding the field of study for those 

materials[4]. 

2 . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

a .  Materials  

       Use the PVP polymer, a fine white powder that can 

dissolve in distilled water at room temperature, and other 

polar solvents[5]. With properties including: (melting point 

1800C –density 1.2 g/cm3 - amorphous powder appearance 

white to light – yellow –hygroscopic ). It works in many 

applications including medical, technical, adhesive, film, in 

aqueous metal quenching and etc[6,7]. 

      Likewise, silicon carbide (sic) nano-sized material (30n 

- 40n) has a gray green with characteristics: high stability, 

high purity, good corrosion resistance, oxidation resistance 

and etc. It has industrial applications such as making rubber 

tires, in modifying the strength of alloys and Optical 

properties in mirror coatings for high ultraviolet 

environments[8]. 

 

b. Method and preparation 

      silicon carbide nanoparticles (sic) was added in different 

ratio (2,4,6 )% to a polymer (PVP) and prepared by casting 

technique on glass slides, and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) 

was dissolved in (10ml) of distilled water, as well as using a 

magnetic stirrer device and left to dry at normal 

temperature. Optical properties were measured with a dual-

beam spectro-photometer (Shi-madzu ,UV 1800A0) at 

wavelength (200-1000) nm. All samples with different 

ratios of silicon carbide nanoparticles addition were tested 

by optical microscope with a magnification power (x10). 

Various optical applications, including solar cells, 

microelectronic devices and optical devices and to clarify 

the effect of adding nan atoms (silicon carbide) to all 

samples in all regions of the light spectrum, as well as 

calculating all optical parameters. 

       The absorbance coefficient (α) was determined for all 

films using the equation[7,9]:  

 

α t = 2.303A                                                  (1) 

 

where t: the sample thickness, extract the thickness of the 

films using the gravimetric method and A: absorbance . 
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      The occurrence of indirect transfer of amorphous 

semiconductors is represented by the following equation[7 

,10]: 

 

(hυ – Eg
opt.

) r    = 
αhυ

B
                          ( 2) 

where B: constant depended on type of material., hυ: is the 

photon energy, 𝐸𝑔
𝑜𝑝𝑡. : energy gap between direct transition , 

r: "exponential constant , its value depended on type of 

transition", r = 2 for allowed indirect transition and r = 3 for 

forbidden indirect transition ". 

   The following equation shows the refractive index[10,11]: 

 

n = √4R −
K0

2

(R−1)2
−

(R+1)

(R−1)
                    ( 3) 

 

"Where R: is the reflectance. The extinction coefficient (k0) 

is calculated by using the following equation"[11]: 

 

αλ = 4π K0                                            ( 4 ) 

 

Where λ is the wavelength of incident light.  

     Optical conductivity calculated from the equation: 

 

σopt = α n c / 4 π                                       (5) 

 

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

      Figure (1) shows the microscopic images of (PVP-Sic) 

films with different nanoparticle concentrations(0,2,4,6) 

wt.% and a magnify-cation power(10X).This is clearly 

evident at the film with concentration (6) wt.% [19,20 ]. 

 

Fig. (1) :Photomicrographs (10X) for (pvp-sic) films : (a) pvp pure, (b) 2 
wt.% ,(c) 4 wt.% , (d) 6 wt. % . 

       

        After preparing( pvp-sic) films, figure (2) shows an 

increase in the absorbance spectrum when the (sic) 

concentration of nanoparticles increased, to increase the 

number of particles and atoms during the path of light. We 

notice from the figure that the absorbance decreases at the 

wavelength (380nm) at the absorption edge, the incident 

photons do not have sufficient energy to interact with the 

atoms. 

         Figure (3) shows the transmittance spec-trum for 

different concentrations as a function of the wavelength, we 

notice the decrease in transmittance with increasing 

concentration of (Sic) nanoparticles. This is caused by the 

added (Sic) nanoparticles, that contain electrons which 

absorb electromagnetic energy and move to a higher level. 

As for (pvp) film, it has high transmittance due to the 

absence of nanoparticles. It does not have free electrons and 

needs high energy to transition to break the bonds.  

        Figure (4) shows reflectivity as a function of 

wavelength and we observe an increase in the reflectivity of 

the films with increasing the concentration of (sic) 

nanoparticles. 
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               Figure (5) shows rapport between absorb-ance 

coefficient and (λ), showing an increase in   (α) with the 

addition of a higher proportion of nanomaterials. This 

means (α) is low at low energy, and electrons move slightly 

from the valence beam to the conduction beam. At higher 

energies, the absorption coefficient increases, and there is a 

greater electron transmission, and energy of the falling 

photon is greater than of ( Ega)[12,13]. The absorption 

coefficient also shows two types of electronic transfers 

(direct, indirect) depending on the amount of the absorption 

coefficient. 

 

 

       

       Figure (6 ) shows the energy gap for all films for 

different addition ratios of silicon carbide nanoparticles.  

 

       The indirect energy gap can be seen to decrease by 

adding a higher concentration of (Nano-Sic ), this behavior 

is due to the formation of energy levels subsets of the (Ega) 

[13,14]. As shown in the table (1). 

 

  

 

 

   

      Figure (7) shows the energy gap with respect to    

forbidden indirect transmission as a function of ( Eph ), a 

decrease in ( Ega) is observed with an increase to 

concentration of (Sic) nanoparticles[14,15]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (1) values of energy gap for the( forbidden and  

allowed ) indirect  transition for (PVP-Sic) films. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

Silicon carbide 

nanoparticles 

wt.% 

The values of (Eopg) 

indirect transition (eV) 

allowed forbidden 

0 3.7 3.7 

2 3.35 3.3 

4 3.1 3 

6 2.9 2.8 
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       Figure (8) shows the extinction coefficient with respect 

to the wavelength of all (PVP-Sic) films. We see a rise in 

(K0) with an increase in the concentration of nanomaterials. 

These res-ults demonstrate a change in the host polymer 

structure (PVP )[16]. 

 

 
Fig. (8):The Extinction coefficient(K0)  as a function of  

wavelength for (PVP-Sic) films. 

       It is evident in figure (9) that the refractive index(n) 

increases with the increase in the addition of nanoparticles, 

as well as the refractive index is high in the UV region, due 

to the lack of transmittance in it, as for  visible region, the 

refractive index is low because the high transmittance, and 

this behavior has been shown in many previous studies. 

 

 
 

      figures (10) and (11) show the real and imaginary 

dielectric constant as a function of the wavelength, as well 

as the shape can be understood from ( Ephoton), where the 

imaginary and real parts of the dielectric constant decrease 

with increasing photon energy, and so do the isolation 

constants increase with increasing the concentration of 

nanoparticles. The data for dielectric constants(ℇ1,ℇ2) 

provides knowledge of the loss factor, which is the ratio 

between real and imaginary dielectric constant[18,21]. 

 

 

        Figure (12) shows the optical conductivity of (pvp-sic) 

films. An increase in optical condu-ctivity is observed when 

increasing the nano-particle additive, especially in the 

ultraviolet region. 
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4.CONCLUSIONS 

1-Absorbance increases for all (pvp-sic) films with 

increasing concentration of (sic) nanomaterial's, as well as 

increasing absorbance in ( UV ) region and decreasing in the 

(vis. and infr.) region. 

2- energy gap of each (PVP-Sic) films decreases with 

increasing concentration of (sic) nanoparticles and allowing 

electrons to move from the valence beam to the conduction 

beam. 

3-Optical parameters (absorption coeffic-ient(α), refractive 

index(n), extinction coeffic-ient(k0), real and imaginary 

dielectric constants( ℇ1 , ℇ2)) behave identically: their values 

increase by increasing the concentration of nano-materials 

and vary depending on the spectrum region.  
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